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Pixelated heart pop-up card template pdf

Love is in the air and I'm over the moon to be able to share with you a whimsical Valentine's card that you can make for your sweetheart. Open the card to reveal a pop out heart. It's simple to do and you can really turn it into your own when choosing the contrasting map. Add an enchanting love note and this card is bound to have someone fall head on your heels for you. Claims
not based on actual results, but a handmade and thoughtful note always goes a long way! PDF Model File Two contrasting colors of the X-acto knife stock card Scoring tool (a mechanical pencil will do in a pinch) Bone folder (optional, Working nails too) Printer Bakers string or ribbon Ribbon Double-sided ribbon or stick stick Scissors Download free model (8.5 x 11) Download Free
Model (A4) Step 1: Download and cut download PDF model and print on the color card stock you chose for the inside of your card. I chose red for the interior and grey for the outside, but be creative and make the map your own! Take the printed model and listen carefully as this is the important part. Cut along the dotted lines, mark along the solid lines. Not the other way around
or any other variation! You might end up with a very wonky looking heart. Use your X-acto knife to make cuts on dotted lines, using a ruler if it helps. Don't panic! It looks more complicated than it is. Cut around the outer edge of the card with your scissors. Cut a second rectangle of your coordinate card stock the same size as your inner card, or slightly larger if you want a layered
look. Fold this second piece of card in half. Step 2: Score Run your scoring tool along solid lines to start folds that will make the heart appear. Step 3: Gently pop up Very carefully start popping the heart and folding the card in half. Take your time and make sure each strip of paper folds the right way. Step 4: Press Plis Using your bony back or your nails and palm of your hand,
press the creases to give them a nice crisp edge. Step 5: Attach double-sided duct tape to the back of one side of your heart card, or use a stick of glue. The tape is less messy and works better. Place the heart card on your outside card and push down. Repeat with the second side by first attaching duct tape to the inside card, and folding on the outer card to join the two together.
Step 6: Seal with a kiss Write a sweet message of love to your Valentine. Finish with a nice bow around the card, and seal with a kiss. Signed, sealed and Or simply sealed and delivered if you prefer to go incognito. May Cupid's golden arrow touch you on Valentine's Day. Anna Skye helps diy brides and hostesses create their own invitations by sharing printable Word and
Photoshop templates on her download - Print blog. This message may contain affiliate links that won't change your price, but will share a certain commission. Recently I discovered some beautiful brand-like pop up flower bouquet cards online. I am absolutely absolutely look at them, but as a craftsman, my thoughts made me plot how to diy the project - just like I did last month
with my new Floating Teacup tutorial! I received tons of requests inside my Facebook group for me to design a similar concept that could be handmade. Nine prototypes failed later, I finally gave birth to a design that worked. In today's tutorial, I'll teach you how to make these pop-up flower cards. These pop-up flower cards are perfect for Mother's Day or any occasion! Of course,
these pop-up cards may seem less perfect than purchased stores, since I'm not computer or machine to make them. However, I'm still happy with the results and I think you'll be too! The best part is that these models are completely free for a limited time! Be sure to download them inside my Freebie Vault. Download free pop-up flower card templates Download these free models
by signing up via the teal button below. If you're already a member, log in here and find it in the Holidays or Cricut section. Don't forget to use the password you were given in the first email. Need help getting into the vault? Read this helpful post here. Supplies If you are new to Cricut let me encourage you to visit this post about downloading files. In addition, downloading my Cricut
Confidence ebook will also give you all the help you need to conquer your design space issues once and for all! How to pop up flower cards - Cricut Design Space Tips importing the PNG images at Cricut Design Space will be the first step (there are PDF printables included for those wishing to cut by hand - I recommend having an Exacto knife handy as well and retail scissors)
Because we work with PNG images here the sizes may need to be adjusted. Follow these steps to ensure your success and watch the opening of the video here to see how everything set up and why we need to reflect the parts. Cricut Measures One Bouquet Center piece 1 (mirror 1x)- 6.062 W x 9.029 H inchesOne Bouquet Center piece 2 (mirror 1x) - 6.062 W x 9.029 HTwo
inch Bouquet Piece 3 (mirror 2x) - 6.478 W X 5.296 H inchTwo bouquet Piece 4 (mirror 2x) - 6.433 W x 4.931 H inches Base wrap - 6.116 W x 2,302 H inches Be sure to change the black outlines on the base envelope to mark under Linetype in Design Space. Once you've downloaded the models and are ready to start, scroll down and click play to see how to make these beautiful
pop-up flower cards that mom or nearby will enjoy! DIY Pop-up Flower Cards Video Tutorial Abbi Kirsten Collections I have spent the last 9 years building my creative skills and sharing them with others. My flower designs are created with simplicity, color, and nifty pleasure in mind. If you haven't yet, be sure to join the subscriber community to access all my freebies or visit my
signature design shop here! Want to join my Facebook community to share your trades and learn from the best? Click here to request access to my Artisans and lovers of Cricut. For more craft of color and inspiration, join me on Instagram and Facebook. More crafts and tutorials to love FacebookTwitterEmail I've been scratching my head trying to find a card for my husband 'AKA
the non-romantic type'. I finally decided to make this pixely popup heart card! THEY are really minimal (which I like) and take about 20 minutes to make (which includes the card, insert and envelope). You can even make some pixely confetti to put inside the card (if you're a big kid like me!). Full instructions and printable templates below! (BTW I remember seeing something similar
in a popup book years ago. If anyone knows about the book then let me know!). How 1. Download the contextual insertion model and print it out. I used paper, but a thin card would probably be OK too. Using scissors, cut around the edge of the model. 2. Using a craft knife and rule cut and mark your card. See the diagram below for more details. (If you have a cutting machine,
then see note at the end of the post!) Cut along the black lines and mark the grey lines. 3. Make the four valley folds as a show below (fine yellow lines shown in the fig. 3). 4. Slowly bend the top of the card inwards and the lower half of the heart should start to grow. (You don't need to save it to the table... I did it because I was taking pictures at the same time!) 5. Fold the card
completely in half and smooth 6. Make the outer card and the glue/tape popup insert inside. I just used a simple piece of paper that measured 9.5 cm x 19 cm, then folded it in half. 7. Print the envelope template. Cut, mark and fold. 8. Pop card inside and closed band envelope (I added some pixely confetti too)! Edited to add: The beautiful Kayla from saynotsweetanne sent me a
.dfx file of the card that you can use if you have a cutting machine. I've never heard of a cutting machine... even less used one so it's all a bit of a revelation (for me, anyway)!! You can download the file here. Thank you Kayla! You're a star! (Please leave a comment to let me know if you find this file useful... if you do so then I'll try to figure out how to generate them for all my
print/cut messages). I've been scratching my head trying to find a card for my husband 'AKA the non-romantic guy'. I finally decided to make this pixely popup heart card! EDITED TO ADD: NEW MODELS FOR THIS CART CAN BE FOUND HERE They are really minimal (which I like) and take about 20 minutes to (which includes card, insert and envelope). You can even make
some pixely confetti to put inside the card (if you're a big kid like me!). Full instructions and printable templates below! (BTW I remember seeing something similar in a popup book years ago. If anyone knows about the book then let me know!). How 1. Download the contextual insertion model and print it out. I used paper, but a thin card would probably be OK too. Using scissors,
cut around the edge of the model. 2. 2. A craft knife and rule cut and mark your card. See the diagram below for more details. (If you have a cutting machine, then see note at the end of the post!) Cut along the black lines and mark the grey lines. 3. Make the four valley folds as a show below (fine yellow lines shown in the fig. 3). 4. Slowly bend the top of the card inwards and the
lower half of the heart should start to grow. (You don't need to save it to the table... I did it because I was taking pictures at the same time!) 5. Fold the card completely in half and smooth 6. Make the outer card and the glue/tape popup insert inside. I just used a simple piece of paper that measured 9.5 cm x 19 cm, then folded it in half. 7. Print the envelope template. Cut, mark
and fold. 8. Pop card inside and closed band envelope (I added some pixely confetti too)! Edited to add: The beautiful Kayla from saynotsweetanne sent me a .dfx file of the card that you can use if you have a cutting machine. I've never heard of a cutting machine... even less used one so it's all a bit of a revelation (for me, anyway)!! You can download the file here. Thank you
Kayla! You're a star! (Please leave a comment to let me know if you find this file useful... if you do so then I'll try to figure out how to generate them for all my print/cut messages). positions).
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